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Matt black Concealed single-lever of Alexia 

Collection by Ramon Soler® 

 Minimalist Elegance  
 
Black is a trend in bathrooms as it is a timeless color that combines perfectly with any 
other, representing the elegance and good taste of the most avant-garde interiors.  
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Adding some black detail makes people direct their attention to that specific point that 
gives off distinction in its purest form and invites to be admired by anyone who appears in 
the bathroom. 
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Alexia collection by Ramon Soler® presents its built-in basin mixer now in matt black, a 
finish that provides sobriety to the space, conquering the most exclusive bathrooms with its 
avant-garde design. The matte black taps next to the bowl-shaped washbasin form a subtle 
ensemble following a monochrome line that is associated with a minimalist interior. 
 
The quality of its finishes is one of the most important aspects for Ramon Soler® which uses 
advanced techniques that offer maximum resistance with respect to the daily use of its 
taps. Matte black finish is achieved with a sophisticated electrolytic galvanized bath that 
gives it a durability in the salt spray test ten times superior to chrome. 
 
The concealed wall-mounted mixer from the Alexia collection becomes the most practical 
washbasin taps, since it gives greater functionality to the space, leaving the countertop free 
and expanding the visual field of the room in a subtle way. 
 
This design taps with curved and ergonomic lines creates dynamism with delicate shapes 
and is suitable for both bowl sinks and sinks integrated into the countertop. 
In turn, it helps to establish a peaceful atmosphere that escapes from the overwhelming, 
creating an essential calm for the human being who wants to eliminate daily stress. 
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In addition, the combination of black with gray, white and wood colors, create a visual 
effect of cleanliness and majesty in the bathroom. Also, this collection is made up of soft 
lines that create great comfort for the user. 
 
Ramon Soler® provides us with a new improved collection, in form and technique, showing 
that with each design it is exceeded a little bit more by making taps of the most functional 
and aesthetic that give off an elegance and a style without equal. 
 
Manufacturer: Industrias Ramon Soler, S.A. 
Product: Concealed Single-lever with 24cm spout, matt black finish. 
Collection: Alexia 
Reference: 362103NM 
 
 
SYSTEMS 

 
  
 
Our mixer controls incorporate an intermediate stop in the vertical travel of 
the lever. Providing a flow with a saving of 50% of water. 
 
 
 
System that limits the maximum hot water temperature, avoiding the risk of 
burns, as well as the excessive consumption of hot water. We recommend 
that the installer limit the maximum temperature, blocking the travel of the 
lever on single-lever controls and the handwheel on thermostats. It is a 
system designed for collective facilities such as hotels, nursing homes, 
hospitals and residences. 
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Our single-lever and thermostatic cartridges allow you to comfortably 
regulate the desired temperature, regulating the water mixture progressively, 
without sudden changes in temperature. 
In addition, our thermostatic cartridges react in less than a second to 
variations in temperature and flow, maintaining the requested temperature. 
 

 
About Ramon Soler® 

A mixers manufacturing company based in Barcelona since 1890, with facilities of 16,000 m2 in 
San Joan Despí (Barcelona). 

Its catalogue offers a wide range of faucets and hydrotherapy systems that stand out for being 
eco-efficient, aesthetic, comfortable and highly reliable products. Ramon Soler® has created 
faucet models designed for people, seeking not only to create beauty, also comfort and 
precision in their mechanisms. For several decades, they have prioritized research to optimize 
not only the consumption of water and energy but also the optimization of materials and 
production processes. 

Ramon Soler® has become an international reference brand because its products have been 
certified with the most demanding regulations and its commercial networks extend to 5 
continents, in more than 50 countries. 

 

 
  

 
Industrias Ramon Soler    
                                 
C/Vallespir, 26                                                                       
Pol. Ind. Fontsanta  
08970 Sant Joan Despí, Barcelona  
info@rsramonsoler.com  
Teléfono +34 933 73 8001 
www.ramonsoler.net 
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